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Abstract (en)
There is provided an elevator device in which the braking capability of a braking device can be measured while the car is being stopped. For this
purpose, the elevator device comprising a driving device for driving the up-and-down movement of a car and a counterweight; a main rope that is
wound on a sheave of the driving device and hangs the car and counterweight; the braking device for braking the sheave; and a control device for
controlling these devices is characterized in that the elevator device includes an encoder for detecting the number of rotation of the sheave; and
a brake that is provided in the braking device and has a brake coil that attracts a shoe when being supplied with electric current, and the control
device carries out control to change over the operation mode; stops the car by means of the braking device in the state in which the weight is
unbalanced between the car side and the counterweight side when the operation mode of elevator is a braking capability checking operation mode;
controls the attraction current supplied to the brake coil to gradually release the brake of the braking device; measures the braking capability of the
braking device based on the value of attraction current at the time of the start of car movement that is detected via the encoder; and judges that the
braking capability of the braking device is abnormal if the braking capability deviates from a predetermined standard.
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